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From the Head of British Secondary and High School Section 

Good luck to H2 and H4 
Students in H2 and H4 commence examinations over the next few weeks. H4 students 
commenced study leave on Monday April 23 and IB Diploma examinations commence on 
Wednesday May 2. H2 students commence study leave on April 30 in preparation for their 
IGCSE examination that commence on May 8. I know they have all worked very diligently over 
the past 2 years. On behalf of the TES community I wish these students all the best and I 
sincerely hope they all achieve their goals.  

Microwaves. 

 

Disco. 
Congratulations to the Student Council who organized a fantastic Key Stage 3 disco last Friday 
night. The Phase II atrium looked great and there were a large number of students who 
attended to dance the night away! Thanks also to Mr Redden, Ms Hsu and Mr Imbleau who 
assisted with supervision. Well done to all concerned. 

Warm regards, 
Stuart Glascott 

SCHOOL WEBSITE: www.taipeieuropeanschool.com 
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Thank you to the ESC PA for 
their generous donation of 4 
microwaves for the ESC. I 
know the students will 
appreciate this enormously as 
it will save them a great deal of 
time when lining up to heat 
their lunch. 
 
The ESC PA are wonderful 
contributors to the ESC and I 
sincerely thank them for their 

ongoing support. 

http://www.taipeieuropeanschool.com/
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From the Assistant Head – Studies 
 
Dear Parents, 
 

This week the H2 students have attended their last formal lessons before commencing study 
leave and then their IGCSE exams.  The teachers and students have been working hard in 
order to prepare for the written examinations.  We wish them all the best in the upcoming 
examinations and encourage them to revise sensibly ensuring that they eat well and that they 
get ample rest. 
 
The end of year examination session for H1 and H3 students will run from 14 May to 18 May.  
Mr Sparks, who is in charge of organizing examination sessions, will send out information 
regarding the timing of examinations to students and parents in the near future.  Please ensure 
that your child has set up a revision schedule for these examinations.  They should be starting 
to revise for these now. 
 
Key Stage Three students will not have a formal examination session but will have end of year 
assessments in some of their subjects.  Assessment in Key Stage Three is continuous over the 
year and so assessed tasks completed over this time will contribute to the overall level that the 
student achieves.  Students will be fully aware of any tests or assessments that they are 
required to complete in the upcoming months. 
 
Have an enjoyable and relaxing weekend.  
 
Sarah Pearson 
Assistant Head of Secondary (Studies) 

 
News from the Drama Department 
 
On Tuesday 24th April the Drama and Music departments took the Year 8 students to the 
Puppetry Art Center Taipei. The students and staff had a wonderful tour of the center and 
learned all about the history of puppetry in Taiwan and how to control the various puppets and 
use the stages. We all then had the opportunity to make our very own shadow puppets in their 
workshop. Some wonderful creations were made! Students will now use these puppets in 
Drama lessons over the next few weeks and will develop their very own piece of Shadow 
Puppet Theatre. In Music class they will compose and record the music that will be played 
during the performances. Thank you to all the staff and students for a fantastic day and Ms. 
Arnold-Ochs for arranging the trip. 
 

     
        

Jo Crimmins  
Head of Drama 
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News from the History Department 
 

Explorers’ Day 
 

In year 8 History lessons students have recently been learning about famous explorers and 
expeditions during the Tudor times and beyond.  
Six year 8 students were selected to participate in 
an ‘explorers’ day’ with Year 6 students and 
teachers at the EPC. The selected year 8 students 
gave presentations, coached and learnt about 
exploration from the enthusiastic year 6 year 
group. This was an excellent opportunity to liaise 
with younger students from the TES community 
and it also provided leadership challenges for the 
year 8 students. The year 6 students have been 
learning about explorers as part of their topic in 

humanities lessons and recently came back from a 
trip to Kenting and other parts of Taiwan which 
focused on the impact of exploration in Taiwan. 
Last year’s CIS/WASC inspection report 
highlighted increasing vertical articulation 
opportunities within the curriculum as an area of 
development for the school, so this went some way 
so meet this development target for TES.  
 
 
 
 

 
Thanks go to all year 6 teachers, especially Mr. 
Mike Sullivan and Mr Ian Stewart from the ESC for 
organizing and co-coordinating this event. 
 
 

Ian Stewart 

Head of History 

HIGH SCHOOL MODEL UNITED NATIONS – TAIMUN X 

From the 11th to the 13th of April, 24 students were in Taichung with Mr Tollervey and I to attend 
the tenth conference of Taiwan Model United Nations (TAIMUN X) at the American School of 
Taichung. As usual, TES students made me very proud. A few students have volunteered to 
give an account of their achievements. 

Mr Laureti  
MUN coordinator 
 
Economic and Social Council: 
In Ecosoc, Christine Shih, François Ly, Minnie Cheng, Fiona Heron and I debated on the 
exploitation of migrant workers and strategies to address the balance between food production 
and demand for Biofuels. During the conference, debates on thoughtful and well written 
resolutions were interesting and intense. The resolution we all worked on was the only one out 
of three resolutions that passed on the issue on the exploitation of migrant workers.  

Jasmine Wung H2 
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  Security Council: 

Fergus Tollervey and I represented the United Kingdom 
and South Africa in the TAIMUN X Security Council 
respectively. The Security Council is considered to be 
the most senior and advanced committee of any MUN 
conference. The two issues to be debated were the 
situation in the Arabian Peninsula and the situation in 
Côte d'Ivoire. Throughout the process, we found that the 
Security Council, though intimidating at first, consists of 
50% caucuses and 50% amendments. Some advice we 
would like to give delegates who wish to try for the 
Security Council is to have strong, detailed clauses 
rather than a lengthy resolution. Lastly, we both enjoyed 
the experience immensely and learned many oratory and 
critical thinking skills at this conference. 

Grace Tsai H3 
 

World Health Organization: 

This year, the World Health Organization committee 
discussed several situations regarding the two issues of 
‘eradicating poverty and hunger’ and ‘improving maternal 

health’. Both representatives from our school, Eri Yoshida and Tiffany Shiau, delegate of Israel 
and UK respectively, focused on the question of improving maternal health. The resolutions 
they debated at Taichung were very well-constructed and interesting. Everybody was friendly 
and willing to merge resolutions. Overall, even though TAIMUN seemed like an intimidating 
event for the two new delegates, their first MUN conference has been very satisfying and they 
look forward to further MUN opportunities in the future. 

Eri Yoshida H2 
 
Social and Humanitarian Committee: 

At TAIMUN X, the SOCHUM Committee focused on two issues: preventing crimes involving 
violence against women, and questioning the practices behind Arab sponsorship laws. Jessica 
Hsu, Annie Wong and Kevin Liu worked on the crime prevention issue, and merged resolutions 
with those of others. Newer, more creative solutions were added, and others were revised. 
Despite being the smaller of the two groups that submitted resolutions for the issue, ours 
passed by a considerable margin. The amount of input from all the members of the committee 
was shown when all four of the submitted resolutions made it through. 

Kevin Liu H3 
 
Council of Disarmament and International Security 

At TAIMUN X, the Council of Disarmament and International Security submitted multiple 
resolutions addressing the issues of 'Creating a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Indian Ocean' 
and 'Assistance to states for curbing the illicit traffic in small arms and light weapons'. Two 
resolutions for each topic were debated and surprisingly all four resolutions passed. Although 
the predictable bashing of resolutions prosperously took place, the delegates of TES 
successfully defended their viewpoints. Throughout the process, delegates from TES 
participated devotedly and truly played the role of each delegation they represented. With the 
vigorous and enthusiastic debates, all four students from TES, Willie Hung, Eric Yang, Hyen 
Seo and I enjoyed this fruitful experience and look forward to the next MUN conference. 

Amanda Liu H2 
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Council of Environment 

In TAIMUN X, the Council of Environment submitted three resolutions for the issue of 
establishing universal criminal laws for the protection on the environment, and two resolutions 
for the issue of developing strategies to prevent monoculture and ensure genetic diversity. Two 
resolutions were passed for the first issue one of them was submitted by Rachel Chen. 
Through vigorous and intensive debates and questioning, Rachel came up with thoughtful 
arguments and answers to defend the resolution. In the end, the resolution was passed with 
the majority voting for it. Rachel performed so well that Mr Laureti hurried to congratulate her at 
the end of her last speech. In the other issue, all the resolutions were passed. Although Alex 
Chiang was not voted to be the main submitter, he made astounding speech for and against 
the two resolutions. His courage and confidence were shown thoroughly throughout the entire 
debate. We, as the students of TES enjoyed the time in the MUN conference, and are looking 
forward to the next one. 

Alex Chiang H2 
 
Special Committee on Sustainable Development 

Tiffany Wang (H3), Karishma Mahtani (H2) and Brian Shih (H1) were part of the Special 
Committee on Sustainable Development during the Taichung Model United Nations 2012. The 
Sustainable Development committee is a committee within the United Nations which aims to 
integrate the social, economic and environmental dimensions of sustainable development in 
policy-making at international, regional and national levels. We live in a world where the 
problem of hunger and environmental degradation continues to rise on a daily basis, thus, the 
decisions made within this committee is not only important but essential to the development of 
our modern day world. Four resolutions were debated regarding the issues of Combating 
Desertification and the promotion of Sustainable Agriculture and Rural Development (SARD). 
Three of the resolutions were passed and we were glad to able to defend these until most of 
the delegates in the committee were persuaded that they were well-constructed resolutions. All 
three students enjoyed the great experience they had in TAIMUN and are definitely looking 
forward to the next one. 

Tiffany Wang H3 
 
Human Rights Council 

This year, Michelle Yeh, Kevin Ma, myself and all the other delegates in the Human Rights 
Council discussed two key issues, the attacks on religious minorities places of worship and the 
protection of the rights of unaccompanied migrant children. Religious discrimination has 
become a major issue over the past year. Extremist groups have been attacking numbers of 
churches, schools, temples, mosques and other buildings connected to religion. Not much is 
being done to stop these deadly attacks. These religious minority groups not only face deadly 
attacks, but also face religious discrimination. The issue of the rights of unaccompanied 
migrant children is also growing. Over 1.2 million children are trafficked every year and are 
particularly susceptible to being mistreated and face prolonged detention, intimidation, and 
brutal police behavior. They are often abused and then exploited. Delegates of the HRC 
actively sought chances to speak. Wielding their infallible understanding of the issue, the 
delegates coordinated their points and questioned their opponents’ arguments. Ultimately, this 
intense debate rooted out the weakness of resolutions, honing them to perfection. After a day 
of strenuous and heated debate of the four resolutions produced, two were passed by the 
house. Fighting for universal basic human rights, HRC delegates represent the pinnacle for 
morality and justice. 
Katherine Wang H3 
 
Fabrice Laureti 
Head of MFL and MUN Coordinator 

Sarah Pearson 
Assistant Head (Studies)             

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1035532526
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1202427105
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1202427105
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From the Assistant Head – High School 

TES Students Dance the Night Away 
 

The Student Council organized the best school disco that I can remember at TES last Friday 
(20 April 2012). The moment our students stepped into the Phase 2 atrium they were 
transported into the glitz and glamour of Las Vegas. The disco theme of ‘Viva Las Vegas’ went 
all the way from the red carpet, through the authentic style posters, to the stylish and suave bar 
serving a vast array of mocktails. For those students that are risk takers there was also a wheel 
of fortune on which they could indulge in a small flutter. I must admit that I fully expected to 
bump into Elvis or Sammy Davis Jr. at some point during the night. 
 
It was great to see such a well-attended disco, with students from Year 7 to H4 all having a 
great time together. A very special mention should go to the H4 DJs for a fantastic job in 
keeping the groove going all night by spinning the latest beats.  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

I am always so impressed at the way the Student Council organizes and runs events such as 
this. The students were diligent to the last, cleaning up and tidying away until after 10pm. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All photographs by Tiffany Wang (H3) 

Peer Mentors 
 

I greatly admire our students’ willingness to help, and it is the school’s peer mentors that really 
exemplify this spirit. These students have devoted many hours to helping other students. 
During the H2 assembly on Wednesday, Ms. Lynn, who organized and ran the programme 
along with the school’s counselor Ms. Hsu, handed out certificates recognizing the great work 
of our H2 Peer Mentors.  
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Photograph by Chi-Wen Chang (H2) 
 

I am sure these students will continue their good work in H3 when they commence their IB 
programme. However, for the moment, I would like to thank them for all the great work they 
have done so far. 

External Examinations 
 

I would like to wish all our students all the best next week as they begin their external 
examinations.  
 
Special congratulations should go to the H4 students on the impressive universities places they 
have recently been gaining in the United States and Canada. Please see Mr. Bean’s article for 
more details. 
 
Mr. Stewart Redden 
Assistant Head of High School  
 

What’s Happening in Theory of Knowledge in H3 and H4? 
 

The H4 cohort of 49 Diploma students ended their two-year journey into thinking about thinking 
and putting knowledge claims under the microscope of “justified true belief” two weeks ago 
when they all made their TOK Presentations before a panel of TES teachers. Essays had 
previously been submitted electronically before March 15th, the deadline date all over the world. 
 
This year we were happy to award 5 students the maximum 20 marks for their presentations, 
and another 9 students achieved an award of either 18 or 19 marks. This means that 28.5% of 
the cohort scored 75% or above in this part of the assessment process, which is very 
encouraging and a better result than last year. We also awarded fewer of the lowest grades 
than last year. Well done to all these students! 
 
The essays will be marked electronically by a TOK examiner, sitting in front of his/her home 
computer. The examiner’s work will be moderated by a senior examiner and the final marks will 
be decided at what the IBO calls “the grade review.” The essay counts for 60% of the final TOK 
score, with the Presentation making up the other 40%. As all the H4 graduating class know, the 
TOK marks will be added to the Extended Essay marks (the ‘core subjects’) and an additional 
set of 3 marks will then be awarded by the IBO, e.g. an A in TOK and an A in the EE will gain 
an additional 3 marks.  
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If a student passes all 6 subjects with a grade 5 a total of 30 marks are awarded, and it is to 
this baseline figure than the additional ‘core subject’ marks are added. This imaginary student 
would then pass the Diploma with a final score of 33 marks. For students who aspire to enter 
one of the higher profile universities these TOK/EE marks can be vital. 
 
Periodically the IB reviews the guiding documents for all its courses and this is true of TOK as 
well. In September 2013 the team of TOK teachers at TES will begin to facilitate students in a 
modified TOK course (the current H1 cohort) and the modifications being proposed will involve 
the methodology of essay marking and possibly the content of the course itself, with some 
parts becoming optional. My immediate response to that idea is to say that at TES we will 
continue to teach the full range of the course, believing as we do that TOK is a unique and 
excellent course for pre-university teenagers who wish to extend and practice their critical, 
aesthetic and moral thinking. 
 
It should be possible now for IB Courses students to opt to take TOK as one of their courses. 
They have always been welcome to attend the classes but have not been required to sit the 
assessments. 
 
All will be revealed in December 2012 when the guiding document is published. As always, 
teaching for the IBO involves more reading and more in-service training. It keeps us young at 
heart! 
 
Sean Kenny  
TOK Team Leader. 

UCC Update 
 

H4 students have now begun study leave after having received some impressive university 

offers from the US particularly. We are building up a tradition now with schools such as USC, 
Washington in Seattle, Michigan and the various campuses for UC. In addition, this year our 
students have been offered places at Stanford, Carnegie-Mellon, Johns Hopkins, Maryland, 
Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Washington in St Louis, NYU, Parsons NY, Fashion Institute of 
Technology NY, Boston College and Boston University. These trends are encouraging for the 
future. 
 
Higher Education in Singapore: A possible option for TES students who want to stay in Asia 

for their university education. In addition to four local universities and an institute of technology, 
a growing number of international universities are establishing campuses in Singapore.  The 
local universities are: 
 

·     National University of Singapore  (NUS) 

·     Nanyang Technological University (NTU) 

·     Singapore Management University (SMU) 

·     Singapore University of Technology  and Design (SUTD) 

 

For more information about these universities and the international universities operating in 
Singapore, go to:  www.singaporeedu.gov.sg/htm/stu/stu0107.htm  
 
Mr. Graham Bean 
University and Careers Counsellor    
 

Mr. Stewart Redden 
Assistant Head of High School  

http://www.singaporeedu.gov.sg/htm/stu/stu0107.htm
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From the Key Stage 3 Co-ordinator. 
All the Year groups in Key Stage 3 have hit the ground running this week with 3 Service Projects on 
the go. It is fantastic to see each Year Group working so hard and learning so much through the 
different challenges they are facing.  More details of the Service Projects are below. 
  

YEAR 7 SERVICE PROJECT BEGINS 

Wednesday 25
th
 April was the start of the Year 7 Service Project. Half of the Year 7 students went 

down to the Zhishan Cultural and Ecological Garden this week. Students were given a guided tour 
of the centre and an introduction to the different plant and animal species. Over the coming weeks 
Year 7 students will be planting, weeding and helping to care for injured birds at the Ecological 
Centre. The Year 7 students, who did not go to the centre this week, were given an introduction to 
the ecological centre here in school and will be given their chance to visit the centre next week. 

A really big thank you to Austin, Lillian and Jessica who acted as our translators throughout this 
week’s visit, translating the Ecological Centre guides introduction into English – well done to all of 
you! 
 

       
 

Ms Crimmins  
Head of Year 7 
 

YEAR 8 SERVICE PROJECT 
Gardening isn’t as easy as it looks! 

YMS has been getting a good mixture of sunshine and rain 
over the last few weeks – perfect growing weather!  Most 
of the seedlings planted at the end of Term 2 have taken 
and are starting to look like recognizable vegetation.  
There’s still a way to go before they produce crops, but 
they are on their way. 

A special thank you goes to Mr Imbelau and Chloe Oani 
who kept on eye on the garden during Spring Break to 
ensure our seedlings survived.   

This week the school provided some extra seedlings and 
the students did another round of planting.  There is still 
room for more though! Students are encouraged to bring 
more seedlings for planting next week to fill the gardens 
to capacity.  The construction of the garden has been a 
great success so we would like to see students get the full benefit by planting more vegetables to 
harvest at the end of the year. 
 
Miss Billante 
Head of Years 8&9 
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Service Projects are all about challenge, taking responsibility, making mistakes, learning from 
mistakes and developing skills that will be invaluable in future life. Building a garden and 
growing vegetables may not have been seen as a huge challenge initially however the Year 8’s 
have now learned that without organization, clear planning and team work things are more 
difficult than they seem! 

After the extremely hard work and success of clearing the land and building the beds the Year 
8 teams planted their seeds and seedlings. The expectation was for them to take responsibility 
in their groups and tend to the gardens regularly to ensure everything was in order. It was very 
apparent that some groups were doing this however others were obviously putting their faith in 
nature to take care of things for them! Having worked on a farm in Canada for a year I know 
that there is a lot more to successfully growing crops than planting seeds and hoping for the 
best! These groups discovered this week that nature isn’t really that kind and without hard work 
and monitoring their beds were not going to succeed. Some other groups who had been 
working hard discovered that even though caterpillars look very cute they are not good for their 
crops as their fresh seedlings had been eaten. 

What had initially been seen as quite a simple project has proven to be a real challenge and 
the groups are now having to give real thought to how they are going to move forwards and 
have success. The school values of RESPONSIBILITY, PARTICIPATION and CREATIVITY 
are needed at this point. Some groups are designing nets to keep the bugs away while others 
are organizing rotors so that people will take responsibility for the monitoring the plot on certain 
days to ensure everything is ok. 

The Year 8 staff  have also taken on the challenge and will be building a bed of their own next 
week. The students’ goal is to produce more vegetables than the staff. There was a real sense 
of teamwork and urgency at the garden this week as the students rose to the challenge and 
discussed ways of ensuring their plot will be a huge success.   
 

Mr Woodall 
Key Stage 3 Co-ordinator 

     
                   

 
Year 9 Service Project 
 

COME HIKING TOMORROW!!!!!! 

After weeks of planning tomorrow is the big day!  Join us for a hike on the Yangming Park 
Route in Yangmingshan National Park.  We will meet at the Visitor’s Centre and finish at the 
Bus Terminal.  Our students will be there to help you anytime between 9am and 1pm.  

Thank you to all the students for their hard work, ICRT for the opportunity to publicize our 
event, and the parents who have gotten on board and helped spread the word.  The 
enthusiasm has been great!  Now fingers crossed Mother Nature co-operates and provides 
great weather for the day. 

We look forward to seeing you tomorrow and are hoping for good weather! 
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YEAR 6 TRANSITION BEGINS 

It is that time of year again and I really cannot believe how quickly this year is flying by! Once 
again I was down at the EPC to begin the transition to Secondary School with the Year 6’s. It 
was the first time I had met with the Year 6 students and I was impressed by how enthusiastic 
and excited they are about being in Year 7 and at the Yangmingshan campus. Over the next 
few weeks I will be working with the students to answer any questions they may have and 
prepare them for 'life at Secondary School'. At the end of May the Year 6 students will 
experience 2 days in Secondary School and have some 'taster lessons' here at the ESC.  

Next week all Year 6 parents will receive a letter and more information regarding the transition.  

Joanna Crimmins  
Head of Year 7 
 

PDE WEEK 

Final preparations are underway for PDE week. I am thrilled to inform you that 60 Year 7 students 
will be going to camp Taiwan which is fantastic. The numbers for Outward Bound were a little lower 
than previous years with 35 students from Year 8 and 35 from Year 9 signing up. There are still 15 
slots available on each of these trips so if you want to sign up for this please do so using the 
Activities Online System AOS. This is the same system used for school lunches etc.  

TES  
Community Hike 

 

Taipei European School Year 9s 

Saturday, 28 April 2012 
9:00~13:00  

Guided tours depart every  

20 minutes until 12:00pm 

Yangming Park Route 

Departing Visitor's Centre  
Concluding at bus terminal 

(1-2 hour walk) 
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It is important to note that to use the AOS system you must first transfer money into your account. If 
you do not have any credit or have insufficient credit you will not be able to sign up. 

Letters regarding the final payments for the trips will be sent out to all registered students next 
week. These trips are fantastic and every student attending will get a lot out of them, as will the 
staff accompanying the students!    

James Woodall 
Key Stage 3 Co-ordinator 
 

From the Secondary and High School Library 

Dear parents and students, 
It’s another new term and we have new books and DVDs to welcome 
everyone back to school.  
Apart from the titles list below, there are also collection of Chaplin’s classic 
films and the very popular series Friends for drama students and everyone! 
Don’t forget to visit the library regularly I am sure you can always find 
ideas and stories that would help to keep you mind fresh!  
Happy reading!!  
 
Angela Chang 
Chief Librarian angela.chang@tes.tp.edu.tw 
 

DVD NEW ARRIVALS 

    

Life 
DVD 570 BBC 

Human Planet 
DVD 304.2 BBC 

The Violin 
DVD F VIO 

Last Train Home 
DVD 331 LAS 

 

 

  

Cinema Paradiso 
DVD F CIN 

Birdy 
DVD F BIR 

Her Majesty Mrs. 
Brown 
DVD F HER 

The Boy In the 
Striped Pajamas 
DVD F BOY 

    

Sophocles’ Antigone 
DVD F ANT 

The Crucible 
DVD F CRU 

Let Him Have It 
DVD F LET 

Taking Woodstock 
DVD F TAK 

 

mailto:angela.chang@tes.tp.edu.tw
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From the French Section 
 

 

La mythologie au musée pour les élèves de sixième 

 

 
Après avoir lu l’Odyssée, les élèves de 

sixième avaient envie de voir les 
personnages mythologiques autrement que 

dans les livres. Cela tombait bien, car le 
musée National du Palais de Taipei a 
organisé une exposition en collaboration 

avec le musée du Louvre.  

 
 

Cette exposition s’intitule : Mythologie et 
légendes en Occident, les collections du 
Louvre.  

Les élèves ont pu donc admirer des amphores 
du 5ème siècle avant Jésus-Christ, voir des 
tableaux de Poussin, ils ont pu regarder des 

morceaux de mosaïque de Pompéi, et frémir 
devant le masque en bronze de la Gorgone 

avec sa chevelure de serpents. 
 
Pour la pause déjeuner, avant de rentrer à Yang Ming Shan, nous avons dégusté avec délice, 

les cookies faits maison de la maman de Pierre. Nous nous sommes installés dans le parc du 
musée des aborigènes qui se trouve à côté du musée National.  

 

 

 
Les élèves de sixième sont désormais 
incollables sur les personnages mythologiques, 

les dieux ou déesses grecs ou romains, et 
leurs différentes représentations. Cette 
exposition a permis de terminer dans la bonne 

humeur, la partie du programme de français 
consacrée à l’étude des grands textes 
fondateurs.  
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